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④ Grammar
． 

A. 

◇Exercise Put the verb into the correct form (Present Tense or Present
Continuous Tense).

1 .  The amusement park _ (open) at 9:00.
2. Please be quiet. I _ (try) to concentrate.
3 .  Where _ (come)from? I _ fromHokkaido.
4. George (work) part-time at a gas station every other day. 
5. Let's go out now. It _ (not rain) any more.
6. Excuse me. I _ (look) for a phone booth. Is there one near here?

B. 

Present Tense 
You諏yes, I醒no.

◊Rule Present Tense is used to state facts and describe repeated activities. It is
also used when you say how often you do things. On the other hand, 
Present Continuous Tense is used to state that something is happening at 
the time of speaking. 

咋xamples
1. The earth goes around the sun.
2. In Mexico, they speak Spanish.
3. What does this word mean?
4. Tom usually plays tennis twice a week.
5. I am reading an interesting book.
6. Look! It is snowing!

Antonyms 

◇Exercise T he words in the box are antonyms of the words on the left.
Write the letter of the antonyms next to the appropriate word . 

1. ancestor ( 
2. income ( 
3. supply ( 
4. victory ( 
5. permanent ( 
6. generous ( 
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7. vertical 
8. genuine
9. freeze

10. abolish
11. respect
12. permit
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a) stingy 
c) descendant
e) despise
g) establish
i) horizontal

k) temporary

b) fake 
d) prohibit
f) defeat
h) expense

j) demand
1) melt
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